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It is shown that a collection of vertex two-colorable graphs with certain 
degree restrictions is intimately connected with those subgroups of the full modul- 
ar group r of finite index. These (modular) graphs are analyzed as to structure, 
being shown to arise from explicit “lifts” of (modular) trees, which are then 
enumerated. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Given an elliptic curve IE: y2 = x3 + ax + b with a, b E Q and 
d(iE) = 27a2 + 4bs # 0, a central problem for algebraic geometry is 
to describe the set of rational points of the curve E. Normalization via 
birational transformations is always possible in this case and it may be 
assumed, without loss, that a, b E Z. 
Let us denote by !Eo the set of rational points of IE; if P, Q E IEo and 
R 2 line PQ n E, 
then, upon defining P + Q + R = 0 (the point at co on E), we have 
P + Q + R = 0 if and only if P, Q, R are colinear, and (lEo , +> is a 
finitely generated subgroup of (iE, +). Hence the problem under consid- 
eration is that of describing the group IEo . 
One method of attacking this problem is to try to parameterize IE by 
(automorphic) modular functions. Here, with W = (2: Im(z) > 01, if 
IE G W/G (G a discontinuous group), then Jacobian (W/G) is an abelian 
variety which may have IE as a factor. It is, in fact, conjectured that every 
IE with conductor N may be so parameterized by functions invariant under 
r,(N), the (group of) transformations 
l-,(N) = iz F-+ Sd : a,b,c,dEZ,c=O(modN),ad-bc= 11. 
The rational points of lE are then found from this parameterization. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
If G is a subgroup of r & r,,(l) of finite index k, then there exist his 
such that 
r = 6 &G 
i=l 
(coset decomposition). Further if Fr is the fundamental region of r, then 
whence FG = u$, I;;& is a fundamental region of G. It is known that, 
for a suitable choice of hi’s, we can insure that FG is simply-connected. 
Conversely, if FG is a simply-connected union of translates of Fr , together 
with maps (telling how the F, are to be “sewn” together) satisfying 
Poincare’s conditions 121, then there exists a group G with FG as its 
fundamental region; further, G is generated by the above maps, whence G 
is a subgroup of r, evidently of index k. 
Topologically, Fr looks like 
and the Poincare conditions imply that the ioo - p edges must be sewn 
together 
as well as the i - p edges (i to i and p to p) 
ix--.-.---- 0P 
(suppressing the ice - p edge now). Hence, the k copies of Fr are sewn 
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together (say) ni at a time (L’q = k), each piece being (topologically) 
a 2pj-gon with alternating i(x) and p(0) vertices round it. 
/-o---x x 
I 
Example k = 8 
“\ 
$,=4zp?.=2,p,=pa=1 x\ 
‘0’ 
Finally, the Poincart! conditions, stated in terms of the final (sewn) 
configuration, G, are 
(1) G is a connected plane graph, 
(2) G is two-colorable, with color classes 0 and 1, 
(3) (a) if p has color 0, then deg(p) = 1 or 2; 
(b) if p has color 1, then deg(p) = 1 or 3. 
Examples 
k=l r: Y---- 0 
k= 2 o-x-o 
k-3 
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k=4 
F,(3): 
0 -x- 0” 
‘1 
3. GRAPHS ASSOCIATED WITH r 
We shall call a plane connected graph G( V, E) an n-modular graph if 
(1) G is (vertex) two-colorable (with color set (0, l)), 
(2) Cvov de&) = 2n, 
(3) any x E V with color 0 satisfies deg(x) = li or 2, while any y E V 
with color 1 satisfies deg(y) = 1 or 3. 
We say that two modular graphs are (mod-) equivalent if one is obtainable 
from the other by a planar isomorphism or by a plane-flip followed by a 
planar isomorphism (i.e., if one of the graphs is a tree, then the whole 
tree may be flipped, but an individual branch may not). 
Let @V be the collection of all n-modular graphs for some (fixed) n; 
then the following lemma is immediate: 
LEMMA 1. rf G(V, E) E Wn), then 
(0 I E / = n, 
(ii) if G has [ F ( faces (i.e., has ( F j - 1 independent cycles) then 
(vj =n+2--(F[. 
(iii) the 2-coloring of G is unique unless n = 1, 
(iv) every face F of G is bounded by an even cycle. 
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Proof. (i) [ E j = Q xVsV deg(v) = n; (ii) Euler’s formula with 
[ E j = n; (iii) if p1 adj pz in G have colors 0 and 1, then we may reverse 
the coloring if and only if deg( p,) = deg( pz) = 1, i.e., if and only if n = 1 
andGis(O- x); (iv) K&rig’s criterion for 2-colorability (here, a cycle is 
2-colorable if and only if it is of even length) will suffice. i 
For G(V, E) E (VW), we define 
xi = ]{p E V: deg(p) = i, p has color O)], i= 1,2, 
Oj = I(q E V: deg(q) = j, q has color l}l, .i= 1,3, 
and remark several immediate results: 
LEMMA 2. The quantities x, , x2 , 0, , and 0, are related by the equations 
(0 x, + 2x, = n, 
(ii) 0, + 303 = n, 
(iii) x,+x,+O,+O,=n+2-\I/. 
ProojI Equation (iii) is a restatement of Lemma I, (ii), while 
equations (i) and (ii) state that (since G is 2-colorable) the total number of 
lines incident with points colored 0 is the same as that for points colored 1 
which (after Lemma 1, (i)) must be n. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Solving the above equations in OX, we have 
x,=40,-n++-2/F/, 
x2= -20,-I-n-2+ (Fl, 
0, = -30, + n, 
0, = 0, . 
COROLLARY 2. Wehave 
x1 + Ol = 0, + 4 - 2 j F j < [n/3] + 4 - 2 1 F ) 
with equality when 0, = 0 (and n = 0 (mod 3), necessarily). 
Proof. The first equality is immediate from Corollary 1 and, from (ii) 
of the Lemma, 
0, = *(n - 4) < [n/31 
with equality when 0, = 0. # 
Note that, even when n = 0 (mod 3), the graph with 0, = n/3 is not 
uniquely determined even under the usual definition of “graph 
isomorphism.” 
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Examples 
n=6;0,=2 
X X 
\ I 
x-o-x-o-x X--bX’O-X 
‘X’ 
n=.9;0,=3 
X 
X X 
I : 
A 
x’ ‘x 
x-o-x--o -x-o-x 
d d 
x’ ‘x’ ‘x 
x-o 
x-o /\ ;xx\o/x 
COROLLARY 3. Let e, be the number of endpoints (points of degree 1) 
of G E W). Then we have the inequality 
eG < WI + 2; 
equality is obtained only when G is a tree and n = 0 (mod 3), in which case 
all endpoints have color 0. Finally, for any tree G E W) with n > 3, we have 
e, 2 3. 
Proof. For the last inequality, n > 3 implies Oa > 1, and G a tree 
implies ) F 1 = 1, whence (Corollary 2) 
eG = xl + ol 2 3. 1 
We now show that the structure of the modular trees is hierarchical, i.e., 
the trees in Q(n+2) arise from the trees in @P) in a natural way. Let 2(“) 
be the set of all trees in 6’“); 
THEOREM 1. Given any tree Tin Snt2) withparameters (x1 , xz , OI , OS>, 
we have either 
(1) x1 > 2 and there is a tree T’ in Z(@ with parameters <xl - 2, x2 , 
O1 + 1, 0, - 1) such that T is obtainable from T’ by adjoining two 
xi’s to a single OI in T’, 
(2) 0, > 2 and there is a tree T’ in Sn) withparametek (x1 + 2, x, - 2, 
0, - 2, OJ such that T is obtainable from T’ by adjoining an OI to 
each of two distinct xi’s in T’, 
or, possibly, both. 
Proof Note that x1 > 2 implies that OS > 1, while n + 2 > 3 and 
OI 2 2 imply that x2 > 2; hence the parameter sets for T’ are well-defined. 
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Further, for any tree T in 2(n+2) we have from Lemma 2, Corollary 3; 
n + 2 3 3) eT = x1 + O1 > 3 whence at least one of x1 > 2, 0, > 2 
holds. 
If, now O1 > 2 in T, let p and q have x(p) = x(q) = 1 and 
deg(p) = deg(q) = 1. Now, if p adj r in T, then T bipartite implies 
x(r) = 0, and n 3 3 implies deg(r) > 1; whence deg(r) = 2. Thus the tree 
T’ = T - (p, q} has parameters <x1 + 2, x2 - 2,0, - 2,0,) and is an 
element of P). 
On the other hand, if OX < 1, then x1 3 2, and it remains to show that 
there exist p, q, r E T with x(p) = x(q) = 0, deg(p) = deg(q) = 1 and 
both p adj I, q adj r. But, if this were not the case, then x1 < 0, , 0, < 1 
and Lemma 2, Corollary 2 imply 0, + 1 > x1 + 0, = 0, + 4 - 2 j F j = 
0, $ 2, or 1 > 2, contradiction. Thus the tree T’ = T - {p, q} has 
parameters (x, - 2, x3 , 0, + 1, 0, - 1) and is an element of V). m 
If T E ZV1f2) is obtainable from T E Zn) by the operation defined in 
part 1 (alternately, part 2) of the Theorem ,we say that T is a u&f 
(alternately, u&fl) of T’. 
Note that in the Theorem 1, the possibility “or both” is included to call 
attention to the fact that the following kinds of ugliness may occur. 
n = 6: 
o-x-o---x-o S--&-X-@--X 
(0,373, 1) ; (4, 1,0,2> -’ 
x 
0 T,’ Tz’ 
and T,’ goes to a T for n = 8 with parameters (2, 3,2,2) 
@--x---o-x-o-x 
T  ; 
X 
0 
under the operation a,, , while T,’ goes to this same tree T 
o-x-o-x--u--x 
X X 
T .  I 
0 
under the operation a,. 
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This type of behavior is to be expected whenever there exist trees T wit1 
parameters (x1 , X, , 0, , O,} and T’ with parameters (x1’, x2’, 01’, 0,‘) in 
2tn) for a given rz and 
x1 ’ = x1 - 4, x2’ = x2 + 2, 0,’ = 01 + 3, 0; = o3 - 1. 
We now show that, in fact, the modular trees are the fundamental 
modular graphs in the following sense: Let 43’“) = @P) - 5%) be the 
graphs G in 6Yn) having (at least one) cycle. Then, corresponding to 
Theorem 1, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Given any graph H in $j[*+2) with parameters 
(x1 , x2 , 0, , OS>, we have either: 
(1) there is a graph G’ in Q w with parameters (xl + 2, x2 - 2, O1 + 1, 
0, - 1) such that H is obtainable from G’ by inserting adjacencies 
between a single O1 and two q’s, or 
(2) there is agruph G’ in W) withparameters (x1 , x2 - 1, O1 + 1, O3 - 1) 
such that H is obtainable from G’ by inserting adjacencies between an 
existing and a new x, and an (existing) OI , 
or, possibly, both. 
Proof. Since n + 2 >, 3 (and, in fact, sj(lz) = o for n < 5) we have 
O3 2 1 (as in the proof of Theorem l), and since there exists an HE Sj(n+2) 
by assumption, H must contain a cycle which, by Lemma 1, (iv), must be 
even; thus xz > 2 and the parameter sets are well-defined. 
Now, if C is a cycle of H andp E C with x(p) = 1, then deg(p) > 2 and, 
hence, deg(p) = 3. There are now two cases. If there exists a cycle C of H 
and a point 0, E C with O3 adj x1 for some x1 in HI then there exist X, and 
x2’ on C with 0, adj x2 and 0, adj x2’. Thus the graph G’ obtained from H 
by deleting x, and 0, (and incident lines) and replacing xa adj O3 adj x,’ by 
X, adj 0, has parameters (x1 , X, - 1, 0, + 1, 0, - 1) and is an element 
of Q(n). 
Otherwise, in each cycle C of H, every OS E C is adjacent to three xz)s. 
Thus the graph G’ obtained from H by deleting any OS (0, adj xi’): 
i = 1, 2, 3) from a cycle C, together with all incident lines, and replacing 
the adjacencies 0, adj xc’ (i = 1,2, 3) by 0, adj x:) (say) has parameters 
<x1 + 2, x2 - 2,0, + 1,0, - 1) and is an element of Qfn). 1 
If HE $j(n+2) is obtainable from G’ E @P) by the operation defined in 
part 1 (alternately, part 2) of Theorem 2, we say that H is a To-lift (alter- 
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nately, a T&?) of G’. Note that if G1’ E W) has parameters (x1, x2, 01, 0,) 
and Gz’ E 69) has parameters (x1’, x,‘, 01’, 4’) and 
H = TV = T,(G,‘) E Sj(n+2), 
then Theorem 2 implies that 
x,’ = x,+2, xz’=x,- 1, 0,’ = 0, ) 0,’ = 0, ) 
and Lemma 2, Corollary 1 is a consistent set of equations if and only if 
I F,’ I = I F,’ I - 1. Thus the number of faces, FH of HE !$+@) is 
I Fi j + 2 = I F,’ I + 1 so T,,(G) has two more faces than G, while 
T,(G’) has one more face than G’ (for any G, G’ in Wn) to which 70 or T% 
may be applied). 
That both possibilities of Theorem 2 may arise is illustrated by the 
following. 
EXAMPLE. 
- .---- --__-_-- 
n = ‘10 1’ 
I/ ix\ 
x ; 1 
x’- 0 o-x-;-x7; 
‘x’ I I I 
G; :, 
I 
I 
tl=lO ’ 
I :-‘7 
x-()-~-o.-.&-.()-x- 6-1 
I 
X 
GI 
11= 12 
x-o-x-o 
I /\ H 
x-o;-x~o~x 
and H = T,(G,‘) = T~(G~‘). 
Let 6 = 0,l and define 
ftn) = Max (I FG I>, 
G&i’*) 
the largest number of faces which a graph in W) may possess. Then we 
have the following. 
COROLLARY. Every HE 0(2n+6) is obtainable from 2[2(n-f’“‘)+sl by 
successive applications of rO or T, . 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2, we need only show that y1 -fen) > 0 
so that the parameters are well-defined. But Lemma 2, (iii) gives 
2~~V\=x~+x~+o~+O,=n+2-\F~ 
for every G E’ &P, whence 2 < n + 2 - ftn), or n - ftn) > 0. 1 
641/8/2-z 
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We now address ourselves to the problem of determining ftn) = 
Max CoGcn, {[ FG I>. It is natural to investigate those graphs G of the type 
we have been considering which have a given face-number [ F [ and are 
minimal with respect to I VI. 
Given any graph G with face number I FG 1, we may derive graphs from G 
having face-number I I;;; I on (possibly) fewer vertices as follows: 
(1) If T is a tree to x2 adj O3 in G, delete T - {x2} from G; 
(2) If x, adj O3 in G, 0, adj x, OS adj x’, and OS does not lie on a cycle in G, 
delete x1 and 0, , and identify x with x’ in G. 
The graph % resulting from these operations on G is clearly unique 
(up to isomorphism) and is called the derived graph of G. We shall assume, 
without loss, that G is its own derived graph (since [ Fe 1 = 1 FG 1 and 
I PI G I VI.) 
Now, if H is its own derived graph with / V 1 = n and HE Sj(n) then, 
clearly, 0, = 0. Hence, by Lemma 2, Corollary 1 we have 3 1 n and 
30, = n, i.e., the parameters of H are (xi , x2 , 0, n/3). Now, if x1 = 0 as 
in 
H: 
'x' 
then6[nandIF,[ =@+12)/6;ifx,=lasin 
H: x-0 
/ “TO\ 
\ xl /" 
x-o 
then 6 1 (n + 3) and I FH [ = (n + 9)/6; otherwise, x1 > 2. 
It is of interest to know if, given n = 0 (mod 3), there is a G E Otn) 
which is its own derived graph. 
LEMMA 3. For n = 0 (mod 3) and n > 3, there is a G E Ofn) which is 
its own derived graph. 
Proof by construction. For n = 6k > 0, 
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while, for n = 6k + 3 > 3, 
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x-o-x-o-x- . ..-~--O--~--O 
8(6k+3) / I 
: x-o 
I I /\ 
\ : 
X X 
I ; \ 2 
x-o-~-o-~x-,~.-~x-oo~xo 
are the desired graphs. 1 
The graphs e (which are their own derived graphs) are called face- 
maximal derived graphs, and a simple count shows 
(n + W/6, 
’ Fe(n) ’ = ](n + 9)/6, 
if n = 0 (mod 6), 
if n = 3 (mod 6). 
The name “face-maximal” is derived from the following result: 
LEMMA 4. If&tn) is a face-maximal derived graph then j FeCn, 1 = f fn). 
Proof. Clearly f (n) > I F&W, 1 by the construction of Lemma 4. If this 
inequality were strict then, for n 3 0 (mod 6), there must exist a graph 
GE Qtn) with parameters (X 1 , x 2 , O1 , 0,) and 1 FG / > (n + 18)/6. But 
then Lemma 2, Corollary 1 yields 
xl = 0, - n + 4 - 2 1 FG 1 < n/3 + 4 - (n + 18)/3 = -2, 
a contradiction. A similar argument in the case n = 3 (mod 6) leads to 
the final statement 
xl < n/3 + 4 - (n + 15)/3 = - 1. 
Hence f (,I) = ’ Fc,n, j. 1 
We call G f O’n)face-maximal if ) FG ] = fen). 
LEMMA 5. (i) If GE 0(*), n = 0 (mod 6), is face-maximal, then G 
has parameters (0, n/2,0, n/3). 
(ii) If G E Q(%), n = 3 (mod 6) and n > 3, is face-maximal, then G has 
parameters (1, (12 - 1)/2,0, n/3). 
Proof. Let G E Ocn) be face-maximal with parameters (x, , x2 , 0, , 0,) 
so that, by Lemma 2, Corollary 1, we have 
xl = 44 - n + 4 - 2f(“). 
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Now, (i), if IZ = 6k, we havef’“) = (n + 12)/6 = k + 2, and 
xl = 40, - 6k + 4 - 2(k + 2) = 4(0, - 2k) > 0 
if and only if O3 > n/3. But O3 < n/3, whence OS = n/3 = 2k and 3c, = 0. 
But then Lemma 2, (i) and (ii) yield 
x2 = s(n - xl) = n/2, 0, = n - 34 = n - 3(n/3) = 0 
and G has parameters (0, n/2,0, n/3) as asserted. If (ii), n = 6k + 3 we 
havef’“) = (n + 9)/6 = k + 2 again, and 
xl = 40% - (6k + 3) + 4 - 2(k + 2) = 40, - 8k - 3 > 0 
if and only if 0, > n/3 = 2k + 1; thus, again Oa’ = n/3. Now x1 = 1 and 
Lemma 2, (i) and (ii) yield 
x2 = $(n - xl) = (n - 1)/2, O1 = n - 34 = 0, 
and G had parameters (1, (n - 1)/2,0, n/3) as asserted. 1 
COROLLARY. IfG E Wn), n = 0 (mod 3) an;d n > 3, is face-maximal, 
then G is its own derived graph. 
Proof. G has exactly 0 or 1 one-point tree, an endpoint x, adjacent 
to an O3 lying on a cycle of G. Thus the derivation process applied to G 
yields G. # 
Now, by Lemma 2, (ii) we have 0, + 30, = n, i.e., O1 = n (mod 3). 
Hence, for 3 f n we cannot have O1 = 0, and hence there is no derived 
graph of the corresponding order. In order to discuss the face-maximal 
graphs of orders n $ 0 (mod 3) (i.e., to evaluatefcn)) we need the following 
preliminary result. 
LEMMA 6. Ifn = 3k + i and i = 0, 1,2, thenf(n) < [(n + 4(3 - i))/6] 
and equality holds if i = 0. 
Proof. If G E Wn) is face-maximal with parameters (x1 , xz , 0, , O,}, 
then by Lemma 2, Corollary 1, 
x1=40,-n+f-22)1;;;( 
< 4[(3k + i)/3] - (3k + i) + 4 - 2ftn’ 
= k - i + 4 - 2f fn), 
andk-i+4-22f’fi)>Oifandonlyif 
ftn) < (k + (4 - i))/2 = (n + 4(3 - i))/6. 
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Since fin) is integral, the inequality fo the lemma obtains. The statement 
of equality for i = 0 is Lemma 4. 1 
We may now evaluate fin): 
THEOREM 3. Zf n = 3k + i andi = 0, 1,2, thenf(sn’ = [(n + 4(3 - i))/6]. 
Proof. From Lemma 6 we know that [(n + 4(3 - i))/6] is an upper 
bound for fen), and that equality holds for i = 0. It remains to exhibit 
graphs G E Qtn) with 1 FG 1 = [(n + 4(3 - i))/6]. Rather than just 
exhibit such graphs, we show below how they are related to the face- 
maximal derived graphs. 
Case i. n = 6k + 1, (i = 1): Here 
f(n) < [!yq = + 
= (n + 2) + 3 = (n + 2) + 9 - 6 6 1 = f(ni21 - 1. 
Now, in G(6R+3) we have x1 adj O3 adj x2 and O3 adj x2’; delete xl and the 
adjacency O3 adj x2’ to get 
;(sk + 1) : 
o-x--o~x-lf-x -... -x-o-x-o 
I I /\ 
; 
X X 
I I “1 /x x-o-x-oD_x-..~-xx-o-x-o 
which satisfies & E C$P), n = 6k + 1, ) 1;;: 1 = f(n+2) - 1, and is therefore 
face-maximal. 
Case (ii). n = 6k + 5, (i = 2): Here 
(n+ 2) - 1 (n + 2) + 5 = = - = _ 
6 6 
1 fW2) 1. 
Now in &ek+7) we have x1 adj 0, adj xz and 0, adj x2’; delete x1 and the 
adjacency 0, adj x2’ to get 
; (6k + 5) : 
o-x-o-x-~--x -... -.&-o-x---o 
I I 
‘; 
X X x’ ’ 
O-x-d 
I \ /x -p-...~x-oo-x-(J 
which satisfies G E: @P), n = 6k + 5, [ Fe / = f(n+2) - 1, and is therefore 
face-maximal. 
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Case iii. n=6k+2,(i=2):Here 
= @+I>+3 
6 
= (n+l)+9 
6 
- 1 =f(n+l) - 1. 
Now, in G(6k+3) we have x1 adj O8 adj x2 and 0, adj x2’; delete x, and the 
adjacency 0, adj x2’, and add a new point 0,’ adj x2’ to get 
o-x-o-x-o-x-...-x-o-~-o 
G (6k + 2) : I I I /\ 
‘; T 
X x x 
o-x-(J-x-0 -x-...- x-;-x\()’ 
which satisfies e E 0(n), n = 6k + 2, 1 Fe 1 = ftn+l) - 1, and is therefore 
face-maximal. 
Case iv. n = 6k + 4, (i = 1): Here 
= (n - 2) + 10 = (n - 2) + 4 + * = p-2) + 1 
6 6 
Now, in &g+2) there are two endpoints Q1 and 4’; we identify these 
OS 4 O1 = 0,’ and add new points 0; and x2 with O”, adj x2 adj Oa to get 
x-oox-o-~-...-x-oo-~x---o 
;W+4). I /\ . o-,-o; ! X ! 
I. I 
x-o -x-o-x -...- x-;-x-o 
x\ ,x 
which satisfies G E Otn), n = 6k + 4, I Fe I = jtns2) + 1 and is therefore 
face-maximal. 
Thus, in every case fen) = [(n + 4(3 - i))/6], and the theorem is 
proved. 1 
COROLLARY. Given n = 3k + i and i = 0, 1,2, and any f: 1 G f < 
jtn) = [(n + 4(3 - i))/6], there exists a graph G E OtnJ with 1 FG 1 = J 
Proox Let f = jcn) + 1 - i; then the corollary is equivalent to the 
theorem for i = 1. If the statement of the corollary obtains for 
i = i. - 1 < jfn), then there is a graph G E Otn) with 1 FG ( = jtn) + 1 - 
(i. - 1) = jcn) + 2 - i. . Since i. - 1 < jtn), G has a cycle C and points 
OS adj x2 adj 4 on C. Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by deleting 
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the adjacency x2 adj 4’ and adding a new point x,’ adj OS’. Clearly, 
[ FGt 1 < j I;c 1 and, since deg(0,) = 3, 1 Fg ( = 1 FG 1 - 1. Finally, it is 
obvious that G E Qln). The corollary now follows by finite induction. 1 
We now summarize the preceding results concerning face-maximal 
graphs: 
THEOREM 4. Let Gi E W) be face-maximal, where n = 6k + i, 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3,4, 5. Then the number offaces andparameters of Gi are given 
b 
I 
n -j- 12, ifi=O <O, 42, 0, n/3), 
n + 5, ifi=l (1, (n - 1)/2, 1, (n - 1)/3>, 
6f(n, = ,” ; ; ifi= (0, n/Z 2, (n - 2)/3), 
i 
n + S: 
if i = 3 0, (n - 1)/%0, n/3), 
if i = 4 (0, n/2, 1, (n - 1)/3), 
n + 1, if i = 5 0, (n - 0122, (n - 2)/3). 
Note that the sequence (n,f’“J) proceeds rather irregularly: 
n: 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
f (n’: 3 2 2 3 3 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 4 4 5 5 4 6 
We remark that specifying x1 , x ,,O,,O,,\F(,andnisnotenoughto 
assure that there is an unique G in @+) (even up to graphical isomorphism) 
with these parameters. For example, in QP with I F j = 2 and X, = xz = 
0, = 3, 0, = 0 we have 
X 
xTO’x 
t 1 
x- o/x\o--x- (fx 
x/o\ /OLx 
\/ ‘x 
and both G and G’ have these parameters; this remains true if [ F / = 1 
(and G is “face-minimal,” i.e., a tree); 
EXAMPLE. n = 8, x1 = 0, = 0, = 2, x2 = 3, j F/ = 1 
x-o-x-o-x-o o-x-o-x-o-x--o 
I I 
X X X X 
0 
or if [ F / = fen) (and G is face-maximal). 
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EXAMPLE. n = 9, x1 = 1, x, = 4, Oi = 0, OS = 3, 1 F I = 3 
/x\ 
X 
x- o,x,o-x-ol‘x x, -o-x-b-.-0Xx 
In the case G E W) face-maximal and n = 0 (mod 6), we have eG = 0 
and, suppressing the x,-vertices, we obtain a plane cycle graph Gs without 
endpoints. 
EXAMPLES. 
n=6 O-O 
I I 
a-cycle 3-cycle 
(tetrahedron) 
l-----l 
4-cycle 5-cycle 
(cube) (dodecahedron) 
Note. The plane graphs of the remaining two regular polyhedra 
(octahedron and icosahedron) are 4- and 5-regular, respectively. There 
are no such configurations with minimal cycle length c > 5. 
LEMMA 7. If G E Wn) is face-maximal and n = 0 (mod 6), then the 
length of a minimal cycle of G is c < 10. 
ProoJ Suppressing x,‘s we get Gs , regular of degree 3 (cubic). If 
V’, E’, and F’ are the number of vertices, edges, and faces, respectively, 
of G3, then V’ = 2B’/3 and, if all cycles of G8 are of lengths > 6, 
1”’ < E’/3. But then Euler’s formula for Gs , 
0 = 2E’/3 - E’ + El/3 > V’ - E’ Jr F’ = 2 
gives a contradiction. 1 
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The regular G3 with minimal cycle length c, = 5 includes the dode- 
cahedron and the (5,6,6)-mosaic; for cs = 4 we have the (infinite) family 
of (4,4, m)-mosaics, and the isolate (4,6,6), (4,6,8), and (4,6, lO)- 
mosaics; for cg = 3 we find the tetrahedron and the (3,6,6), (3, 8,8), 
and (3, 10, IO)-mosaics. These comprise the (finite convex) 3-regular 
Euler polyhedra. 
4. MOD-INEQUIVALENT TRIVALENT TREK 
In Section 3 we saw that the parameters n, x1 , xz , O1 , O3 , and I F I are 
not sufficient to uniquely determine a member of Ocn); however, since 
each member of Otn) either is, itself, a tree or arises from an element (tree) 
of Z(n-Pk) (k >, 1) by successive u. , ui2, TV, or T,-lifts, it suffices to discuss 
the nonuniqueness of the parameter specification in the setting of the 2(*). 
We shall approach this in the following way: Let T’ be the (uncolored) 
trivalent tree obtained from T E 2 tn) by suppressing all x,-vertices, and 
suppose that T’ has m < n vertices. We shall enumerate all such mod- 
inequivalent trivalent trees. Clearly, if T,’ and T2’ are two such mod- 
inequivalent trees, then reinsertion of the x,-vertices yields mod- 
inequivalent trees, TI and T2, in V’). The notation, techniques, and 
elementary results referred to below are well-known ([3,4]; a readable 
exposition may be found in [l]) and only deviations from the classical 
theory are discussed at length. 
If P, is the number of planted plane trees on n points, then the 
enumerator (generating function) P(x) for such trees is 
P(x) = nzl p,xn = (x/2)(1 - (1 - 4x)9 = % ; (;I;) xn+1, 
whence P,, = (l/n)(“,“_;“). We remark that x-lP(x) enumerates binary 
nonassociative n-products and that P(x) also enumerates triangulations 
of the convex n-gon. The latter statement’s dual asserts that P(x) 
enumerates planted plane trivalent trees; formally, if Q(x) = CL, Q2n~2n 
is the enumerator of planted plane trivalent trees, then 
and 
Q(x) = Fl Qzn~~~ = il ; (;I :) x2% 
= i(l - (1 - 4x919 = x-“fyx”), 
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whence 
Q'(x) = -x2 + Q(x) 
with Q2 = 1 is the functional equation of Q. 
If, now, G(x) = c;zl &&2* is the enumerator of mod-inequivalent 
planted trivalent trees, then 
where we define Q2k+1 = 0 (k > 1) and Q, = 1 (i.e., we alter Q(x) to 
x + Q(x) since we shall no longer be concerned with the functional 
equation for Q). 
Now let T+(x) = CzS, T&xzn be the enumerator of properly rooted 
(i.e., not at an endpoint) planar trivalent trees. Then 
T+(x) = xZ(C, , x-‘Q(x)) 
which, upon defining Q, = 0 for p E Q - Z, may be compactly written as 
T+(x) = 2 4(Qzn+z - Qzn + 2Qz(n+1)/3) xzn- 
924 
We now wish to compute the number T.& of rooted mod-inequivalent 
trivalent trees on 2n points from T& ; while this may be done as above, 
the following method avoids certain horrible binomial reductions. 
Let P(x) = Czxl Fz,n xzn be the enumerator of properly rooted 
symmetric planar trivalent trees. 
LEMMA 8. The number p2,, of properly rooted, symmetric planar 
trivalent trees on 2n points is 
f-zn = c @Qzrt - Qk) QR+1--Pk, 
k=l 
i.e., F2,, = 2Qn - Qn,2 when n is even. 
Proof. If p is a proper root of such a tree, then the branch-structure 
atp is 
FIGURE I 
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is a p-planted symmetric trivalent tree of order 2(n - k), and 
0-y 
is ap-planted trivalent tree of order k + 1 (whence k is odd). The number 
of p-planted symmetric trivalent trees of order 2(n - k) is Qnek and the 
number of p-planted trivalent trees of order k + 1 is Qk+l . If this latter 
is not symmetric about p, then there are 4 distinct configurations of the 
type Fig. 1, two of which are symmetric. Since there are Q(,+,) 12 symmetric 
p-planted trivalent trees of order k + 1 (in which case there is exactly one 
configuration of the type Fig. 1) we must have 
n-1 
k=l 
k odd 
and the lemma. 1 
We may now enumerate P(X) = cz=, T[,,x~~, the number of rooted 
mod-inequivalent trees of order 2n; clearly, 
TFO = &x) + W’+(x) + ~C4) 
= gl ; [Q2m+2 + 2Qzn + 3Qn + 2Qz(nt1)/3 
h/21 
+ 3 c (2&c - 
kc1 
t&c> Qnwk] X2n- 
Finally, if P(x) = CzC1 &x2* enumerates mod-inequivalent trivalent 
trees, then 
tF(-e = x-~[T~(X> - HQ2(x> - Q(x2)>1; 
computing, we find 
+ ; [ Qzn - Q2n-2 + 2Qws + 3 
[h-l) 121 
,r; (2Q-a - Qk) Qn,k], 
(where a,,, is the Kronecher delta-function) whence 
t4 F = 1, teF = 1, tBF = 1, tl”, = 3, tf2 = 6, t,“, = 19 ,..., 
as is directly verifyable (see Fig. 2). 
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FIG. 2. Mod-inequivalent trivalent trees of order 2n. 
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